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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Pablo Vilca has contributed to the dictionary with 14 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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amor
the word "LOVE" is expressed by the words : Munay , Khuyay , Waylluy .

awicha
AWICHA : In Quechua Collao, means grandmother, or old lady.    

casa
HOUSE in the Quechua language is said : WASI, whose meaning is housing, quarters, house.

churu
the word churu, refers to the seashell, the exoskeleton of molluscs.

palabras en quechua que comienzen con c
For all interested parties, the graph "C" is not used in the Quechua language is replaced by the graph "K".

perro
The noun perro , translated into Quechua is ALLQU .

qepi
QEPI, has orthogrofic error, the correct writing is Q'IPI , techua term, whose meaning is tied, loaded, or bulk.

sacha
SACHA , in Quechua whose correct writing should be as well : SACH'A , means tree or shrub .

sipas warmi
SIPAS WARMI, is a Quechua term that means young woman, miss.  ,

sumac
sumac, perhaps meant SUMAQ, which is a Quechua term that means nice, cute, beautiful.

urpi
URPI, in the Quechua language means PALOMA, can be a messenger pigeon, or pet pigeon raised in cage, or also
pigeon of the countryside.

willka
In the ancient pera, willka meant being powerful, a sacred being, a lader character.

wuauquikuna
wuauquikuna, is a Quechua word, but has error in its writing.  .  . The correct writing is WAYQIKUNA, which means
brothers, is an expression from varto n, from brother to brother, because a sister's treatment to the brother is TURAY
(from woman to varn)



yawar
YAWAR , the meaning of this word is BLOOD , also means relative .


